
meet the real peacebuilders
conscience lobbies for more of our taxes to pay for peace and not for war.  We 
believe that military security is expensive, ineffective and costs needless lives. 
Nonviolent peacebuilding is more effective in the long term, better value and is a form 
of security we can pay for through our taxes with a clear conscience.

Meet Jacques Lumenge Lubangu, a legal representative 
and founder of the Association Des Rescapes Des Massacres 
de Makobola (ARMMK) in the Democratic Republic of the 
Congo. Jacques trains and educates orphans and other 
survivors of conflict to build a Congo free from murder and 
hatred.

Meet Frederick B. Kamara, from Uganda. 
Frederick is the founder of the African Youth 
Peace Initiative, which utilizes the non-violent 
models of conflict resolution to engage youth 
towards peace and preventing the escalation of 
violent conflict.

“even failed peace negotiations save lives” 
– The Human Security Report Project

I want to pay for peace
Please PRINT your details below

First name/s Last name/s

Address Postcode

Please consider giving £36 a year standard, or £24 concession, or what you can afford.
Thank you - your support makes all the difference

I enclose a cheque for £ (payable to conscience)

Help us plan ahead - instead of writing a cheque, you could join with a standing order, which saves us 
time and money for campaigning. Just £3 a month will make a huge difference. If you give £5 a month or 
more, we’ll also send you a free copy of Beyond Terror by Chris Abbott, Paul Rodgers & John Sloboda.

Telephone Email

standing order
Please PRINT details below, giving the FULL address of your bank

Please return to:
conscience, FREEPOST LON 18505 London N19 5BR
We treat all your information in confidence and do not share it with other organisations or individuals.

Signature Date

Name of bank

Bank address Postcode

Account Sort code

Please pay £50      £25      £5 other £ monthly until further notice starting on

payable to conscience a/c 50452200 s/c 08-90-37, Co-op Bank, Wood Green, London.

war doesn’t work

… but peacebuilding does

Armed conflict is messy and uncertain, there’s  no clear victory or defeat. In addition, 
conflict is increasingly between non-state actors. 

In the end, everyone has to get round the negotiating table to find an agreed solution; 
as can be seen in Northern Ireland, Afghanistan, Israel/Palestine and many other 
conflicts where military intervention has failed.

Peacebuilding projects contribute positively to conflict-affected communities; whether 
they are securing the release of child soldiers through active dialogue, empowering 
and reintegrating ex-combatants or formulating a multilateral dialogue between 
governments and rebels which results in peace accords.

The most significant contribution of peacebuilding is that it can provide a type of 
security that the military can’t. Peacebuilding enables communities to prevent 
or transform conflicts through civilian means.
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